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ABSTRACT 

Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS) is the result of a defective form of the 

lamin A protein called progerin. While progerin is known to disrupt the properties of 

the nuclear lamina, the underlying mechanisms responsible for the pathophysiology of 

HGPS remain less clear. Previous studies in our laboratory have shown that progerin 

expression in murine epidermal basal cells results in impaired stratification and halted 

development of the skin. Stratification and differentiation of the epidermis is 

regulated by asymmetric stem cell division. Here, we show that expression of 

progerin impairs stem cells ability to maintain tissue homeostasis as a result of altered 

cell division. Quantification of basal skin cells showed an increase in symmetric cell 

division that correlated with progerin accumulation in HGPS mice. Investigation of 

the mechanisms underlying this phenomenon revealed a putative role of Wnt/β-

catenin signaling. Further analysis suggested an alteration in the nuclear translocation 

of β-catenin involving the inner and outer nuclear membrane proteins, emerin and 

nesprin-2. Taken together our results suggest a direct involvement of progerin in the 

transmission of Wnt signaling and normal stem cell division. These insights into the 

molecular mechanisms of progerin may help develop new treatment strategies for 

HGPS.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Lamins A and C are proteins encoded by the LMNA gene through alternative splicing, 

and represent major components of the nuclear lamina, a meshwork of proteins 

underlying the inner nuclear membrane (Dechat et al., 2008, Prokocimer et al., 2009). 

Mutations in the LMNA gene result in disorders termed laminopathies, such as the 

Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS) (Dechat et al., 2008). HGPS is a rare 

genetic disease with multiple clinical characteristics resembling accelerated aging, 

including loss of subcutaneous fat, alopecia, joint stiffness, atherosclerosis and 

cardiovascular disease (Merideth et al., 2008, Strandgren et al., 2017). Most HGPS 

patients present a de novo point mutation in the LMNA gene (c.1824C>T, p.G608G), 

which activates a cryptic splice site resulting in a truncated and impaired post-

translationally modified protein called progerin (De Sandre-Giovannoli et al., 2003, 

Eriksson et al., 2003). Progerin accumulates at the inner nuclear lamina and disrupts 

its properties, causing the characteristic nuclear blebbing and a variety of cellular 

defects, including epigenetic modifications, senescence, and DNA repair deficiency 

(Kubben and Misteli, 2017). However, the molecular mechanisms by which progerin 

leads to premature aging remain unclear.  

 

A proposed model to explain the HGPS disease mechanisms suggests that adult stem 

cells undergo premature exhaustion and therefore, the capacity of these cells to 

regenerate and maintain tissue homeostasis is reduced (Halaschek-Wiener and 

Brooks-Wilson, 2007, Rosengardten et al., 2011, Scaffidi and Misteli, 2008). The 

effects of this reduced capacity of stem cells is most significant in tissues that have a 

high degree of cell turnover, like in the skin. In addition, previous results from our lab 

have shown that postnatal expression of the HGPS mutation in epidermal basal cells 
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results in a decreased population of adult stem cells and impaired wound healing 

(Rosengardten et al., 2011). We also showed that embryonic expression of the HGPS 

mutation results in halted skin development (McKenna et al., 2014). In mice, the 

epidermis develops as a multilayered epithelium that is generated by perpendicular 

divisions of stem cells in the basal layer and skin homeostasis is sustained by a series 

of asymmetric and symmetric cell divisions. (Lechler and Fuchs, 2005). Asymmetric 

stem cell division (ACD) generates a new stem cell, which remains in the basal layer, 

and a daughter cell committed to differentiation, which migrates upwards to the 

suprabasal layer. On the contrary, symmetric stem cell division (SCD) leads to the 

production of two daughter stem cells. Interestingly, mutations in genes encoding 

lamins and proteins of the nuclear envelope (NE) have been shown to result in defects 

in nuclear positioning, cell polarization, and migration (Lombardi and Lammerding, 

2011). Moreover, interactions between the nuclear lamina and NE proteins, such as 

emerin, and nesprin-2, play an essential role in the transmission of signals and stimuli 

via the cytoskeleton to the nucleus.  

 

In this study, we demonstrated that expression of progerin interferes with the normal 

development of the interfollicular epidermis (IFE) and the ability to maintain skin 

homeostasis, through abnormal stem cell division. We used our previously described 

conditional HGPS mouse model with continuous expression of progerin in the skin 

from embryogenesis and onwards (McKenna et al., 2014) to analyze the potential 

effects of altered stem cell division. To further characterize this model, we performed 

global transcriptomic analysis of isolated keratinocyte subpopulations. Our results 

suggest a model in which the expression of progerin in the nuclear lamina 

progressively alters the normal crosstalk of signals between nucleus and cytoplasm by 
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interfering with NE proteins. As a consequence, key signaling pathways such as the 

Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway are misregulated, resulting in the alteration of 

essential cellular processes, such as stem cell division and maintenance of stemness. 

 

RESULTS 

Epidermal stem cells shift towards symmetric cell division as progerin 

accumulates 

Skin development occurs through stratification of the epidermis, and is partly 

mediated by asymmetric cell division. In skin, ACD can be assessed by the polarity of 

basal epidermal cells during division (Lechler and Fuchs, 2005). Epidermal cell 

division is considered asymmetric when basal cells divide perpendicularly to the 

basement membrane, whereas symmetric cell division occurs when cells divide 

parallel to the basement membrane. Hence, we first analysed the orientation of the 

mitotic spindle to determine the direction of division in vivo (Figure 1a). Using 

antibodies against tubulin and keratin 5 on dorsal skin sections, we could visualize the 

orientation of the mitotic spindles and determine their angle relative to the basement 

membrane in dividing basal keratinocytes (Figure 1a-c). At both embryonic day 18.5 

(E18.5) and post-natal day 4 (PD4), wild-type mice displayed similar distributions of 

the two mitotic spindle orientations. Contrastingly, at E18.5, HGPS skin showed a 

higher frequency of epidermal cells dividing parallel to the basement membrane 

compared to wild-type (42.9% vs. 30% respectively) (Figure 1b, d). This phenomenon 

was further emphasized at PD4, where 66.7% of the cells were found to divide 

parallel to the basement membrane (compared to 42.2% in age-matched wild-type) 

(Figure 1c, d). This imbalance in the polarity of cell division correlates with the 

progressive accumulation of progerin that we previously reported in this model 
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(McKenna et al., 2014). Hence, the observed shift towards SCD suggests an abnormal 

proliferative capacity of basal keratinocytes, which may in part be responsible for the 

halted skin development seen in our HGPS mice.  

  

Altered stem cells in HGPS mouse skin  

The balance between ACD and SCD is an important process regulating skin 

homeostasis and morphogenesis, as it accounts for the maintenance of a constant stem 

cell pool. We next investigated whether progerin expression had an impact on stem 

and progenitor cells. To this end, keratinocytes from PD4 HGPS and wild-type mice 

were extracted and the basal and suprabasal populations sorted by FACS using 

markers against α6-integrin and CD45 (Figure S1a). RNA from these populations was 

isolated and processed for RNA sequencing to identify differentially expressed genes 

in HGPS and wild-type mice. Cufflinks analysis revealed that 308 genes in basal 

keratinocytes and 82 genes in suprabasal keratinocytes differed significantly (false 

discovery rate (FDR) < 0.1). Among the top 20 most abundant gene ontology (GO) 

terms, processes including epidermis and skin development, as well as the regulation 

of cell differentiation, were significantly affected in HGPS (Figure S1b and Table 

S1). Several of these processes were also affected in suprabasal keratinocytes, but to a 

lesser extent (Table S1). Different lineages of proliferative keratinocytes have been 

identified in mice IFE. These are known as label-retaining cells (LRCs) and non-

label-retaining cells (nLRCs) and represent two stem cell populations characterized 

by specific proliferative and differentiation capacities (Sada et al., 2016). Similarly, in 

mice hair follicles (HF), proliferative keratinocytes have been identified as two 

distinct types of stem cells (HFSCs) and as progenitor/transit-amplifying cells (TACs) 

(Hsu et al., 2014). We applied previously established gene expression patterns for 
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these different cell lineages to our RNA sequencing data (Jaks et al., 2008, Morris et 

al., 2004, Nowak et al., 2008, Rezza et al., 2016, Sada et al., 2016, Troy et al., 2011), 

and found several genes that were markedly affected by progerin expression. Gene 

expression patterns associated to LRCs, HFSCs and TACs were particularly 

downregulated in HGPS keratinocytes (Figure S1c, d and Table S2). Expression array 

data were used to validate the gene expression changes observed with RNA 

sequencing in HGPS keratinocytes (Figure S1e, f and Table S2). We then performed 

in situ hybridization against keratin 15 (K15), a marker of HFSCs found significantly 

downregulated in HGPS basal keratinocytes, to investigate whether the alteration of 

gene expression could also be observed during embryonic development (Figure S1g). 

Quantification revealed that K15 was found in both HF and IFE in wild-type mice, 

but was almost undetectable in HGPS mice. The notable decrease in K15 was visible 

already at E18.5 and at PD4 in HGPS compared to wild-type skin (Figure S1h). 

Taken together, these observations suggest an effect on epidermal stem cell function 

due to the detected changes in the transcriptome. 

 

Progerin expression is associated with increased keratinocytes proliferation  

To determine whether the downregulation of LRC and HFSC genes had an impact on 

stem cell characteristics such as the proliferative or quiescent state, we first 

considered the signatures of genes known to be involved in such processes (Figure 2a 

and Table S3). A total of 61.5% of genes associated with proliferation were found 

significantly misregulated in HGPS basal keratinocytes. On the contrary, significant 

changes in gene expression levels associated with quiescence accounted for 25% of 

the dataset in HGPS (Figure 2a and Table S3). Taken together, these results suggest a 

more proliferative state for epidermal cells in HGPS compared to wild-type. We 
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subsequently assessed cell proliferation by immunohistochemistry against the mitotic 

marker PHH3 (Figure 2b). Analysis showed a significantly higher frequency of 

dividing cells in the basal layer of HGPS IFE. Surprisingly, cells were also found to 

proliferate in the suprabasal layer of HGPS IFE, while this phenomenon was largely 

absent in wild-type skin (Figure 2b, c). Similarly, PHH3 was also more present in 

HGPS HF (Figure 2d). As the equilibrium between proliferation and differentiation 

plays a fundamental role in skin homeostasis, we then investigated expression 

changes in established epigenetic regulators of epidermal differentiation. Indeed, 

epigenetic modifiers participate in the coordination of cell proliferation and 

differentiation, by regulating stemness and cell-commitment genes (Perdigoto et al., 

2012). Analysis of differentially expressed genes between wild-type and HGPS skin 

revealed no major changes in the expression of epigenetic modifiers in either basal 

and suprabasal keratinocytes (Figure S2a, b). This indicates that progerin expression 

does not interfere with the proliferation/differentiation switch at the epigenetic level 

in these HGPS mice. These data further emphasize our previous observations, that 

HGPS skin presents a disrupted homeostasis, likely as a result of an alteration of stem 

cells’ functions. 

 

Impaired Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway upon progerin expression 

Several signaling pathways are involved in the maintenance of stem cells equilibrium 

in developing hair follicles and IFE, including Hedgehog (HH), Notch and Wingless 

(Wnt). We next addressed the question of which pathways could be associated with 

the loss of balance in ACD vs. SCD. Pathway analysis using Wikipathway pointed to 

Wnt signaling as the most significantly affected pathway in HGPS skin (p < 0.05). 

Notch, as well as the transforming growth factor signaling pathways TGF-β, also 
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seemed to be impacted by progerin expression but to a lesser extent (Table S4). We 

then specifically considered misregulations in Wnt, Notch and HH pathways in HGPS 

skin using our RNA sequencing data. For all three pathways, genes were found to be 

mainly downregulated in basal keratinocytes, with the Wnt pathway being the most 

significantly affected by progerin expression (Figure S3a and Table S5). This was 

also observed in suprabasal keratinocytes (Figure S3b and Table S5). The majority of 

the downregulated genes identified with RNA sequencing in HGPS keratinocytes 

were validated by expression array analysis (Figure S3c, d and Table S5). The 

canonical Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway has previously been found to regulate 

stem cell renewal in an autocrine manner in mouse IFE (Lim et al., 2013) and has also 

been implicated in HGPS (Choi H. et al., 2018, Choi J. Y. et al., 2018, Hernandez et 

al., 2010). To validate our findings, we primarily made use of dermal fibroblasts from 

HGPS patients. The alteration of the Wnt/β-catenin pathway was confirmed in patient 

fibroblasts using immunofluorescence (Figure 3a). Indeed, nuclear β-catenin levels 

were reduced in HGPS fibroblasts compared to controls, which was visible at both 

early and late passages (Figure 3b). Patient and control fibroblasts were stimulated 

with Wnt3a over a 24-hour time course to determine whether the Wnt/β-catenin 

pathway defect was reversible. Western blot analysis showed an increase in nuclear β-

catenin levels over time, peaking after stimulation for 16 hours for control and 24 

hours for HGPS fibroblasts (Figure S4a, b). Quantification of nuclear active β-catenin 

fluorescence intensity after 8 hours of stimulation also suggested a partial increase in 

the protein levels in both control and HGPS fibroblasts (Figure S3c, d). Similarly, 

expression levels of Axin2, a Wnt target gene, showed up to a 5-fold increase after 

stimulation (Figure S3e). However, both active β-catenin and Axin2 levels remained 

lower in HGPS than in control fibroblasts, further emphasizing the impairment of the 
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canonical Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway in HGPS. We then investigated whether 

this could be observed specifically in the IFE of our HGPS mouse model. 

Importantly, assessment of β-catenin fluorescence intensity revealed a significant 

reduction in nuclear β-catenin in PD4 HGPS IFE compared to wild-type (Figure 3c, 

d). Together, these results suggest an important role of the canonical Wnt/β-catenin 

signaling pathway in the phenotype observed in our HGPS mouse model. 

 

Dysregulation of emerin and nesprin-2 in HGPS skin 

The results described above argue for an impaired nuclear transportation of β-catenin 

in our model. Indeed, two NE proteins, emerin and nesprin-2, were previously found 

to be involved in such process. Emerin was suggested to participate in β-catenin 

export from the nucleus while nesprin-2 was found necessary to the nuclear 

translocation of β-catenin (Markiewicz et al., 2006, Neumann et al., 2010). Thus, we 

next investigated the effects of progerin on emerin and nesprin-2 protein dynamics. 

We first assessed nuclear levels of emerin by immunofluorescence in HGPS and wild-

type mice IFE at E18.5 and PD4. Fluorescence intensity analysis showed no 

differences in emerin levels between wild-type and HGPS mice at E18.5, however, 

emerin was found significantly increased in HGPS IFE at PD4 (Figure 4a, b). 

Intensity profiles demonstrated that this increase was most apparent at the nuclear rim 

(Figure 4c). To rule out the possibility that the increase in emerin levels was a 

consequence of overexpressing both lamin A and progerin, we used the same analysis 

in a mouse model overexpressing only lamin A. Emerin staining was similar to wild-

type levels in mice overexpressing lamin A, which suggested that emerin may interact 

more specifically with progerin than lamin A (Figure 4a-c). In parallel, we determined 

whether progerin expression was interfering with nesprin-2. Staining analysis of 
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HGPS and control fibroblasts revealed a decrease in nuclear nesprin-2 in HGPS 

patient cells at both early and late passages (Fig 5a, b). Furthermore, the reduction 

was not solely observed in the whole nucleus, but also at the nuclear rim (Figure 5b). 

Our data provide evidence that expression of progerin impedes the normal dynamics 

of emerin and nesprin-2. The impaired localization of these two proteins suggests a 

higher exportation rate of β-catenin from the nucleus, which in turn may result in the 

downregulation of the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway and disrupted stem cell 

function. 

 

DISCUSSION 

HGPS is a genetic disorder arising from the accumulation of progerin, a toxic protein 

integrated in the nuclear lamina. How progerin expression induces defects in 

molecular and cellular processes resulting in premature aging-like symptoms remains 

largely unclear. Over the years, several hallmarks of progeroid syndromes have been 

established, including stem cell exhaustion, and several studies have suggested that 

deficiencies in HGPS stem cells could impair tissue development and homeostasis 

(Carrero et al., 2016, Halaschek-Wiener and Brooks-Wilson, 2007, Rosengardten et 

al., 2011, Scaffidi and Misteli, 2008).  

 

In this study, we used a humanized mouse model expressing the most common HGPS 

mutation specifically in basal keratinocytes, to provide evidence for a mechanism in 

which HGPS stem cells fail to maintain tissue homeostasis through impaired stem cell 

regeneration. As a result, we showed that basal keratinocytes from HGPS mice 

favored SCD over ACD in vivo. This imbalance was already evident during late 

stages of embryonic development and became significantly more pronounced 
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postnatally, as progerin accumulated. It was previously found that overexpression of 

progerin in neural stem cells leads to intrinsic SCD in vitro, though the brain of HGPS 

patients is protected from progerin’s deleterious effects (Moore et al., 2015). In line 

with our data, this suggests that progerin is able to impact the fate determinants of 

dividing stem cells, both through extrinsic and intrinsic mechanisms. In 2005, Lechler 

and Fuchs found that most cell divisions occurring in wild-type mice epidermis were 

asymmetric from E15.5 onwards. They also showed that p63-null mice, which display 

a deficient skin development, had an overrepresentation of cells with symmetric 

divisions (Lechler and Fuchs, 2005). It is interesting to note that progerin-expressing 

keratinocytes were previously found to exhibit a reduction in p63 (Rosengardten et 

al., 2011). Taken together, this further supports our results that expression and 

accumulation of progerin lead to a shift towards SCD.  

 

There have been debates as to the identity of stem/progenitor cells composing the 

epidermis, with no predominant model to explain epidermal maintenance (Mascre et 

al., 2012, Rezza et al., 2016, Rompolas et al., 2016, Sada et al., 2016). Here, we 

applied the gene expression pattern from the two stem cell populations-model (LRCs 

and nLRCs) proposed by Sada et al. characterizing IFE proliferative keratinocytes, as 

well as the markers established by Rezza et al. to identify HFSCs and TACs in HF. 

Our RNA sequencing data showed a downregulation of stem and progenitor cell 

markers in HGPS epidermis. We further found by in situ hybridization that K15 

downregulation in both IFE and HF of HGPS mice correlates with the excessive SCD 

indicating that stem/progenitor cell functions might be affected already during 

embryonic development.  
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The bases for tissue development and homeostasis reside in the proliferation of stem 

and progenitor cells, and our data pointed to an aberrant proliferation mechanism. 

Indeed, some of the genes that were found to be downregulated, such as Igfbp3, Wnt6 

and Nfatc1, have previously been linked to keratinocytes proliferation in vivo 

(Edmondson et al., 2005, Horsley et al., 2008, Mendoza-Reinoso and Beverdam, 

2018). On the other hand, in other reports, K15 expression was suppressed in non-

homeostatic, hyperproliferating conditions, such as in psoriatic tissues or during 

wound healing (Jia et al., 2016, Porter et al., 2000, Waseem et al., 1999). In 

accordance, we found that basal cells of the IFE and HF divided at a higher rate, 

while IFE suprabasal cells were also found to divide in HGPS epidermis. Progerin-

expressing cells are characterized by a loss of heterochromatin, in particular the 

histone H3 trimethylated on lysine 27 (H3K27me3) (Goldman et al., 2004, Shumaker 

et al., 2006). Trimethylation of H3K27 occurs via the epigenetic modifier EZH2, a 

known regulator involved in keratinocytes proliferation and differentiation (Ezhkova 

et al., 2009, Shumaker et al., 2006). However, in contrast with the in vitro data 

presented by Shumaker and colleagues, we did not find epigenetic regulators, such as 

EZH2, to be affected in our HGPS mice (Shumaker et al., 2006). Our data suggest 

that even though there is an expansion of the basal keratinocytes in HGPS, progerin-

expressing keratinocytes are able to switch from a proliferative state to a 

differentiating state. In accordance, a previous study conducted on these HGPS mice 

showed expression of epidermal terminal differentiation markers in suprabasal layers 

of the IFE (McKenna et al., 2014). Therefore, as progerin-expressing basal 

keratinocytes favor SCD, the pool of actively dividing cells may be largely expanded, 

thereby reducing the fraction of differentiating cells and resulting in a non-

homeostatic tissue 
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Wnt and Notch signaling pathways were previously found impaired in both in vitro 

and tissues derived from in vivo models of HGPS, with this impairment thought to 

contribute to the alteration of stem cells functions (Choi H. et al., 2018, Choi J. Y. et 

al., 2018, Espada et al., 2008, Hernandez et al., 2010, Rosengardten et al., 2011, 

Scaffidi and Misteli, 2008, Schmidt et al., 2012). In this study, we provide further 

evidence for such a phenomenon, adding emphasis on the canonical Wnt/β-catenin 

pathway in the IFE since Wnt signaling has previously been associated with ACD 

(Habib et al., 2013, Ouspenskaia et al., 2016). Indeed, Ouspenkaia and colleagues 

showed that cells with low Wnt signaling divided symmetrically during HF 

formation, reinforcing our hypothesis that loss of Wnt signaling results in aberrant 

orientation of cell division.  

 

The NE proteins emerin and nesprin-2 were shown to intrinsically influence β-catenin 

activity, either by regulating its access to the nucleus or by facilitating its nuclear 

translocation (Markiewicz et al., 2006, Neumann et al., 2010). Progerin was described 

as interacting directly with emerin, while nesprin-2 is an indirect interactor of both 

lamin A/C and emerin (Chojnowski et al., 2015, Kubben et al., 2010, Libotte et al., 

2005, Vaughan et al., 2001, Zhang et al., 2005). Overexpression of the nesprin-2 

KASH domain has been shown to be beneficial in progerin-expressing aortic smooth 

muscle cells and in HGPS mice (Kim et al., 2018). These studies further emphasize 

the connection between progerin and NE proteins. In our study, these protein 

dynamics were found to be affected by progerin expression, with nuclear 

accumulation of emerin and reduction of nesprin-2, in agreement with previously 

reported in vitro data (Arsenovic et al., 2016). This suggests that the loss of nuclear β-
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catenin in HGPS keratinocytes may be the result of active exportation by emerin and 

inactive translocation by nesprin-2. However, nesprin-2 reduction remains unclear 

and further studies are needed to explain how progerin expression leads to its 

mislocalization. Progerin was previously found to interact with SUN1, an inner 

nuclear membrane protein and interactor of nesprin-2, resulting in SUN1 aggregation 

at the NE (Chen et al., 2012, Chen et al., 2014, Padmakumar et al., 2005). Disruption 

of the SUN-nesprin interaction was found to lead to nesprins diffusion (Padmakumar 

et al., 2005). Hence, accumulation of SUN1 in HGPS cells may reduce its interaction 

with nesprin-2, resulting in nesprin-2 mislocalization. That several studies suggest 

that emerin and nesprins influence polarity during cell division is also noteworthy. 

While emerin interacts with microtubules necessary for centrosomes localization to 

the nuclear envelope, lamins A/C are required for proper localization of emerin at the 

inner nuclear membrane, suggesting roles for these proteins in cell polarity (Libotte et 

al., 2005, Salpingidou et al., 2007, Zhang Q. et al., 2005).  

 

In conclusion, we propose a model in which progerin, through its potential direct 

interaction with emerin, may alter nesprin-2 localization indirectly, which distorts the 

Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway. This may lead to an aberrant stem cell division 

characterized by impaired polarity and increased proliferation, impeding epidermal 

development and homeostasis, which in turn results in stem cell exhaustion 

(Rosengardten et al., 2011). Here we provide evidence that defects in the nuclear 

lamina could affect cellular processes such as the symmetry of cell division, and 

further highlight the probable role of NE proteins in such mechanisms in the skin. 

These findings may provide perspectives for the development of new treatment 

strategies for progeria and age-associated diseases. 
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MATERIALS & METHODS 

Transgenic mice 

Animal studies were approved by the Stockholm South Ethical review board (Dnr. 

35-15). All procedures were performed in accordance with the institutional guidelines 

and regulations. Heterozygous tetop-LAG608G or tetop-LAwt (Sagelius et al., 2008) 

mice were intercrossed with heterozygous K5-tTA mice (Diamond et al., 2000). 

Throughout the paper, tetop-LAG608G+; K5-tTA+ mice are referred to as HGPS. Non-

transgenic littermates are referred to as wild-type. 

 

Immunostainings 

HGPS and unaffected primary dermal fibroblasts were obtained from the Coriell Cell 

Repositories (Camden, NJ, USA). Tissue and cell immunostainings were done as 

previously described (Revêchon et al., 2017). The following primary antibodies were 

used: anti-keratin 5 (PRB-160P; BioSite), anti-alpha tubulin (Abcam), anti-beta 

catenin (CAT-15, ThermoFisher Scientific), anti-progerin (mAb 134A, Enzo Life 

Science), anti-emerin (NCL-Emerin, Leica), anti-phospho-Histone H3 (Ser 10, 

Millipore), anti-beta catenin (CAT-15, Invitrogen), anti-active beta catenin (8E7, 

Merck Millipore), and anti-nesprin-2 MANNES2G (4B5, Randles et al., 2010). 

 

Statistical analysis 

Unpaired Student’s t-tests with a two-tailed 95% confidence interval was used. ACD 

groups comparison was performed using Fisher’s exact test, Bonferroni adjustments. 

Significance was defined as *p < 0.05; **p < 0.005.  
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. Imbalance in division orientation in HGPS IFE stem cells. 

(a) Immunofluorescent staining of skin tissues showing cells dividing either parallel 

or perpendicular to the basement membrane (white dots).  The mitotic spindles were 

visible after tubulin staining in basal cells. Analysis of the cell division orientation 

was done for E18.5 (b) and PD4 (c) HGPS and wild-type mice IFE. A minimum of 40 

dividing cells from 3 different animals were analyzed based on their degree of 

division orientation relative to the basement membrane. (d) Graph representing the 

percentage of mitotic cells according to the division orientation at E18.5 and PD4 

HGPS and wild-type mice. Scale bars: (a) = 10µm. 

 

Figure 2. HGPS skin is marked by increased proliferation. 

(a) Heatmap comparison of proliferation and quiescence gene signatures (GS) with 

the RNA sequencing data, showing up- and downregulated genes represented as –

log10(p-value) (b) PHH3 immunohistochemistry in skin from PD4 HGPS and wild-

type mice. Quantification of positive cells in the IFE (c) and HF (d) (n = 3/group). 

Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Scale bars: (b) = 50µm. 

 

Figure 3. Loss of nuclear β-catenin in HGPS. 

(a) β-catenin and progerin immunofluorescent co-staining in control and HGPS 

fibroblasts. (b) Nuclear β-catenin fluorescence intensity quantification from early and 

late passage fibroblasts (early passage > 192cells/group; late passage > 

36cells/group). Boxplots represent min, median and max. (c) β-catenin and progerin 

immunofluorescent co-staining in PD4 HGPS and wild-type IFE. (d) Nuclear β-
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catenin fluorescence intensity quantification (n = 3/group). Data are represented as 

mean ± SEM. Scale bars: (c) = 20µm, (e) = 10µm. 

 

Figure 4. Progerin expression results in emerin accumulation at the nuclear 

periphery  

(a-b) Emerin levels were determined by immunofluorescent staining (a) and 

subsequently measured as fluorescence intensity in cell nuclei (b) from wild-type, 

HGPS and Lamin A overexpressing mice IFE at E18.5, PD4 and PD28. (c) Intensity 

profiles were generated to determine the localization of emerin accumulation in wild-

type, HGPS and lamin A overexpressing keratinocytes. Micrographs of emerin in cell 

nuclei show examples of how the intensity profiles were created. Data are represented 

as mean ± SEM. Scale bars: (a) = 10µm.  

 

Figure 5. Nesprin-2 is reduced at the nuclear rim in HGPS fibroblasts. 

(a) Nesprin-2 protein levels were established by immunofluorescent staining in 

control and HGPS patient fibroblasts. (b) Nuclear and perinuclear fluorescence 

intensities were assessed in control and patients fibroblasts at both early and late 

passages. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Scale bars: (a) = 50µm. 
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Transgenic mice 

Animal studies were approved by the Stockholm South Ethical review board (Dnr. 35-15). All procedures were performed in accordance 

with the institutional guidelines and regulations. Transgenic mice were housed under a 12-hour light/dark cycle, at 20–22°C and 50–60% 

humidity in a pathogen-free animal facility within Karolinska University Hospital, Huddinge, Sweden. Heterozygous tetop-LAG608G or tetop-

LAwt (Sagelius et al., 2008) mice were intercrossed with heterozygous K5-tTA mice (Diamond et al., 2000), and offsprings were genotyped 

in accordance with previously described procedures (McKenna et al., 2014, Sagelius et al., 2008). Throughout the paper, tetop-LAG608G+; 

K5-tTA+ bitransgenic mice are referred to as HGPS. Non-transgenic littermates were used as control mice and are referred to as wild-type. 

 

Tissue collection and processing 

Animals were sacrificed by an excess of isoflurane. Minimum 3 mice per group were used in each experiment and analysis. Dorsal skin was 

collected and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (pH 7.4) at 4°C overnight. Samples were dehydrated and embedded in paraffin. Four-

micrometer thick sections were used for immunofluorescence analysis. For quantification of cell division orientation ten-micrometer thick 

sections were used and every second section was collected to avoid duplicates during analysis.  

 

Tissue immunostaining 

Tissue immunostainings were done as previously described (Revêchon et al., 2017). The following primary antibodies were used: anti-

keratin 5 (1:500, PRB-160P; BioSite, San Diego, CA, USA), anti-alpha tubulin (1:500, Abcam), anti-beta catenin (1:100, CAT-15, 

ThermoFisher Scientific), anti-progerin (1:150, mAb 134A, Enzo Life Science), anti-emerin (1:40, NCL-Emerin, Leica) and anti-phospho-

Histone H3 (1:350, Ser 10, Millipore).  

 

Image acquisition and analysis 

Immunofluorescence imaging was performed using Nikon A1R and A1+ imaging systems (Nikon corporation, Japan), and images were 

analyzed with NIS elements (Nikon Corporation, Japan). To determine the symmetry of cell division, cells presenting a division angle 

between 0-30º towards the basement membrane were considered as dividing parallel, cells with a division of 30°-60° were considered as 

oblique, and cells with a division angle between 60-90º were considered as dividing perpendicular. Immunohistochemical imaging was done 

using the Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope (Carl Zeiss AG, Germany) coupled to the Zeiss Axiocam MRm camera. Images were analyzed with 

the Image-Pro Insight 9.1 software. 

 

Keratinocyte isolation and FACS 

Primary keratinocytes were isolated and processed for FACS as previously described (Rosengardten et al., 2011). Single-cell suspensions of 

isolated keratinocytes were incubated for 30 min with PE-Cy5-conjugated anti-α6-integrin (1:5, CD49f; BD biosciences) and APC-

conjugated anti-CD45 (1:40; 30-F11; BD biosciences) antibodies. Samples were sorted into basal (CD45neg/CD49fhigh) and suprabasal 

(CD45neg/CD49flow) populations in SMEM media using a FACScalibur flow cytometer (BD biosciences, USA).  

 

Keratinocytes subpopulations RNA sequencing 

After sorting, cells were pelleted by centrifugation and re-suspended in Trizol (Invitrogen) followed by chloroform extraction. The aqueous 

phase was applied to RNeasy minElute column (Qiagen) and the RNA was purified according to manufacturer instructions. Total RNA was 

subjected to quality control with Agilent Bioanalyser according to the manufacturer’s instructions. To construct libraries suitable for 

Illumina sequencing, the Nugen Ovation RNA Seq Systems  (cat: 0348-32) for model organisms was used. The protocol enables preparation 

of strand-specific RNA-seq libraries from small amounts of total RNA. 10 ng RNA/sample was subjected to cDNA synthesis, ligation of 

adapters and amplification of indexed libraries. The yield and quality of the amplified libraries was analysed using Qubit (Thermo 

Fisher) and the Agilent Tapestation. The indexed cDNA libraries were normalised and combined and the pools were sequenced on the 

Illumina HiSeq 2000 for a 200-cycle v3 sequencing run generating 100 bp paired-end reads. Base calling and demultiplexing was performed 

using CASAVA software with default settings generating Fastq files. The generated sequence reads were mapped to the mouse genome 

(mm10) using Galaxy software. Sequences were aligned to the reference genome using TopHat (Trapnell et al., 2009) and differential 

expression analysis was done using Cufflinks (Trapnell et al., 2012).  

 

Gene enrichment analysis  

Differentially expressed genes were analyzed for gene set enrichment of GO functions and Wikipathway using Webgestalt (Wang et al., 

2013, Wang et al., 2017, Zhang B. et al., 2005). We used a hypergeometric statistical test, and Benjamini-Hochberg procedure as multiple 

test adjustment of p-values. Due to a small dataset, analysis was carried out on genes with a FDR < 0.1. GO terms were plotted using 
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Expression array 

Scanning of arrays was performed using an Affymetrix GeneChip Scanner 3000 7G, and the generated image files were preprocessed using 

the Affymetrix GeneChip Command Console (AGCC, v.3.2) software to generate cell intensity (CEL) files. The CEL files were imported to 

the Affymetrix Expression Console (EC, v.1.2) software and analyzed using the Robust Multichip Average (RMA) method including 

quantile normalization and median polish summarization. EC quality assessment metrics were within boundaries for all samples. 

 

In situ hybridization 

K15 transcripts were detected using RNAscope (Advanced Cell Diagnostic) in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol. Few 

modifications were made: target retrieval was performed for 20 minutes and Protease Plus was applied for 30 minutes. RNAscope assay was 

followed by addition of anti-keratin5 antibody. Analysis was done using NIS elements software. 

 

Cell culture and immunofluorescence 

HGPS and unaffected primary dermal fibroblasts were obtained from the Coriell Cell Repositories (Camden, NJ, USA). Cells were grown in 

a monolayer in T25 flasks (Sarstedt) in a humidified 37°C 5% CO2 incubator. Growth medium consisted of DMEM (Gibco) supplemented 

with 15% fetal bovine serum (Biowest), and 1X L-glutamine and 1X penicillin–streptomycin (Gibco). For immunofluorescence cells were 

grown in glass-bottom dishes (Matek) and fixed in 4% PFA for 10 minutes at room temperature. After permeabilization with 1% NP-40 and 

blocking with normal goat serum, cell were incubated overnight at 4ºC with the following primary antibodies: anti-beta catenin (1:100, 

CAT-15, Invitrogen), anti-progerin (1:150, mAb 134A, Enzo) and anti-active beta catenin (1:100, 8E7, Merck Millipore), and anti-nesprin-2 

MANNES2G (1:50, 4B5, Randles et al., 2010). Secondary antibody incubations were done with Alexa 488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit 

(1:1000, A-11008, Life Technologies) and Alexa 555-conjugated goat anti-mouse (1:1000, A-28180, Life Technologies). (Active) nuclear 

β-catenin and (peri-)nuclear nesprin-2 intensity were measured using NIS elements software. Nuclear β-catenin intensity was measured in 

IFE keratinocytes by marking of the nuclear area (as determined by DAPI staining) and by measuring the average fluorescence intensity 

across the whole nucleus. Intensity values were normalized to DAPI intensity levels, to reduce potential spectral bleed-through artifacts.  

 

Wnt3a stimulation 

70% confluent cell cultures were stimulated with 150 ng/ml of mouse recombinant Wnt3a (Peprotech) for a time course of 8, 16 or 24 hours. 

After stimulation cells were processed for immunofluorescence as described above, for mRNA expression or western blot analysis as 

previously described (Sola-Carvajal et al., 2015).   

 

Statistical analysis 

Statistical analyses were performed using unpaired Student’s t-tests with a two-tailed 95% confidence interval. Statistical analysis of ACD 

quantification was performed using Fisher’s exact test with Bonferroni adjustments. Significance was defined as p < 0.05 (*p < 0.05; **p < 

0.005). Values are represented as mean ± SEM.  
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Table S1. Top 50 GO enrichment analysis of DEG in keratinocytes1 
 

BASAL 
Category2 p-value FDR Genes (No.) Genes on list (%) 
Tissue development 0 0 66 21,4 
Enzyme linked receptor protein signaling pathway 2,85E-13 1,19E-09 38 12,3 
Epithelium development 2,39E-12 6,64E-09 43 14,0 
Regulation of cell differentiation 6,13E-12 1,28E-08 52 16,9 
Ossification 1,71E-11 2,85E-08 24 7,8 
Negative regulation of developmental process 1,77E-10 2,45E-07 35 11,4 
Epidermis development 1,35E-09 1,61E-06 19 6,2 
Response to endogenous stimulus 2,45E-09 2,30E-06 44 14,3 
Cellular response to endogenous stimulus 2,76E-09 2,30E-06 37 12,0 
Circulatory system development 2,77E-09 2,30E-06 35 11,4 
Cell death 9,52E-09 6,34E-06 50 16,2 
Skin development 1,03E-08 6,34E-06 17 5,5 
Negative regulation of multicellular organismal process 1,03E-08 6,34E-06 35 11,4 
Transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway 1,07E-08 6,34E-06 24 7,8 
Cellular response to organic substance 1,59E-08 8,65E-06 51 16,6 
Response to oxygen-containing compound 1,87E-08 8,65E-06 42 13,6 
Regulation of catalytic activity 1,88E-08 8,65E-06 53 17,2 
Regulation of multicellular organismal development 1,95E-08 8,65E-06 47 15,3 
Negative regulation of cell differentiation 2,04E-08 8,65E-06 27 8,8 
Osteoblast differentiation 2,17E-08 8,65E-06 15 4,9 
Neurogenesis 2,18E-08 8,65E-06 43 14,0 
Muscle structure development 3,11E-08 1,18E-05 25 8,1 
Cell adhesion 3,77E-08 1,37E-05 44 14,3 
Cellular response to oxygen-containing compound 3,96E-08 1,38E-05 31 10,1 
Blood vessel development 4,23E-08 1,41E-05 25 8,1 
Biological adhesion 4,57E-08 1,47E-05 44 14,3 
Single organism cell adhesion 5,81E-08 1,79E-05 28 9,1 
Regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter 6,58E-08 1,91E-05 47 15,3 
Transcription from RNA Polymerase II promoter 6,67E-08 1,91E-05 48 15,6 
Locomotion 6,87E-08 1,91E-05 42 13,6 
Programmed cell death 7,70E-08 2,07E-05 46 14,9 
Regulation of growth 8,15E-08 2,12E-05 25 8,1 
Anatomical structure formation involved in morphogenesis 8,55E-08 2,16E-05 33 10,7 
Vasculature development 9,56E-08 2,34E-05 25 8,1 
Apoptotic process 1,36E-07 3,23E-05 45 14,6 
Cardiovascular system development 1,48E-07 3,43E-05 25 8,1 
Positive regulation of RNA metabolic process 1,71E-07 3,85E-05 39 12,7 
Epithelial cell differentiation 1,76E-07 3,85E-05 24 7,8 
Positive regulation of biosynthetic process 2,64E-07 5,65E-05 44 14,3 
Positive regulation of nucleobase-containing compound metabolic process 4,30E-07 8,95E-05 42 13,6 
Growth 4,95E-07 1,01E-04 31 10,1 
Cell migration 5,42E-07 1,07E-04 34 11,0 
Positive regulation of catalytic activity 6,22E-07 1,15E-04 36 11,7 
Protein phosphorylation 7,51E-07 1,31E-04 43 14,0 
Cell motility 7,56E-07 1,31E-04 36 11,7 
Localization of cell 7,56E-07 1,31E-04 36 11,7 
Positive regulation of nitrogen compound metabolic process 7,89E-07 1,34E-04 43 14,0 
Positive regulation of macromolecule biosynthetic process 1,23E-06 2,05E-04 40 13,0 
Response to growth factor 1,27E-06 2,06E-04 22 7,1 
Response to external stimulus 1,32E-06 2,06E-04 47 15,3 

 
SUPRABASAL 

Category2 p-value FDR Genes (No.) Genes on list (%) 
Tissue development 1,30E-10 5,42E-07 24 29,3 
Epithelium development 1,96E-08 4,08E-05 17 20,7 
Regulation of cell differentiation 6,91E-07 5,75E-04 18 22,0 
Response to endogenous stimulus 3,98E-06 2,07E-03 16 19,5 
Cellular response to organic substance 1,05E-05 4,59E-03 18 22,0 
Cell death 2,27E-05 7,91E-03 17 20,7 
Regulation of cell death 2,29E-05 7,91E-03 15 18,3 
Positive regulation of gene expression 7,77E-05 1,62E-02 15 18,3 
Regulation of catalytic activity 9,40E-05 1,66E-02 17 20,7 
Positive regulation of biosynthetic process 1,17E-04 1,82E-02 15 18,3 
Apoptotic process 1,33E-04 1,99E-02 15 18,3 
Programmed cell death 1,56E-04 2,10E-02 15 18,3 
Cell development 2,26E-04 2,51E-02 16 19,5 
Cell proliferation 2,58E-04 2,68E-02 15 18,3 

 
1DEG selection criterion: FDR < 0.1, 2Inclusion criteria: p-value < 0.05, FDR < 0.1 and No. Genes > 15.  
Total number of basal genes: 308; total number of suprabasal genes: 82. 
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Table S2. Stemness gene expression in keratinocytes 
 

   
BASAL 

  RNA sequencing Array 

Localization Stem cell 
lineage Gene log2(FC) p-value FDR log2(FC) p-value FDR 

IFE LRC Adam8 -0,7396 3,75E-02 3,21E-01 -1,1885 2,78E-02 3,71E-01 
    Adrb1 -1,8518 7,80E-03 9,48E-02 -1,2484 3,27E-01 4,85E-01 
    Ankrd24 -1,9041 1,33E-02 1,40E-01 1,0400 5,79E-01 5,76E-01 
    Antxr1 -1,0059 6,50E-04 3,71E-02 -1,9300 1,13E-01 3,96E-01 
    Col6a1 -4,5935 7,90E-03 9,48E-02 -1,1006 6,09E-01 5,86E-01 
    Igfbp3 -3,2211 5,00E-05 8,58E-03 -2,8140 2,40E-01 4,47E-01 
    Ipo7 0,6241 2,52E-02 2,40E-01 1,0491 7,15E-01 6,16E-01 
    Npr3 -2,8565 1,78E-02 1,80E-01 -1,4176 2,66E-01 4,59E-01 
    Nr2c1 -0,9381 1,96E-02 1,95E-01 -1,1950 9,29E-02 3,84E-01 
    Ptgs2 0,7089 1,24E-02 1,32E-01 1,1495 2,68E-01 4,60E-01 
    Slc6a4 -1,7626 2,11E-02 2,08E-01 -1,3450 1,29E-01 4,00E-01 
    Sox6 -1,4525 3,60E-03 4,99E-02 -1,8437 1,49E-01 4,09E-01 
    Tmsb10 -0,7714 3,33E-02 2,95E-01 -1,0266 5,01E-01 5,51E-01 
    Wnt6 -1,4232 6,50E-04 3,71E-02 -1,1377 4,29E-01 5,25E-01 
  nLRC C1qtnf1 -5,8710 5,00E-05 8,58E-03 -1,2241 2,27E-01 4,42E-01 
    Fn1 -0,6380 2,61E-02 2,45E-01 -1,4009 1,41E-01 4,06E-01 
    Slc1a3 -0,9749 8,35E-03 9,48E-02 -1,4522 1,15E-01 3,96E-01 
    Trp73 -0,6521 4,55E-02 3,67E-01 -1,1665 2,38E-02 3,71E-01 

HF HFSC Arhgef19 -1,6817 9,65E-03 1,06E-01 -1,1868 2,51E-01 4,52E-01 
    Atp6v1b1 -1,3973 1,51E-02 1,55E-01 -2,1833 1,44E-01 4,08E-01 
    Ccl20 1,6641 3,50E-04 3,71E-02 2,7402 8,96E-02 3,84E-01 
    Cgnl1 -1,9760 1,58E-02 1,62E-01 1,1024 2,22E-01 4,40E-01 
    Crim1 -0,6800 1,21E-02 1,28E-01 -1,3060 6,28E-03 3,58E-01 
    Ctgf -1,1461 1,19E-02 1,27E-01 -1,0538 6,61E-01 6,01E-01 
    Dlk2 -1,1394 4,50E-02 3,64E-01 -1,1648 3,48E-02 3,71E-01 
    Egr2 -0,8616 2,17E-02 2,12E-01 -1,1583 4,35E-01 5,27E-01 
    Fam101b -1,0907 3,39E-02 2,98E-01 -1,1485 1,10E-01 3,94E-01 
    Fam110c -1,3591 2,79E-02 2,58E-01 -1,7652 1,83E-01 4,25E-01 
    Foxc1 -1,4259 3,50E-03 4,86E-02 -1,0405 5,55E-01 5,69E-01 
    Fzd7 -0,8184 1,08E-02 1,17E-01 1,0441 5,31E-01 5,61E-01 
    Fzd8 -2,1543 1,45E-02 1,50E-01 -1,4332 1,05E-02 3,59E-01 
    Gas1 -1,7253 5,00E-05 8,58E-03 -1,2659 2,97E-03 3,56E-01 
    Il15ra 1,1224 3,79E-02 3,24E-01 1,1771 1,84E-01 4,25E-01 
    Il33 0,6477 4,10E-02 3,42E-01 -1,0041 9,80E-01 6,82E-01 
    Krt15 -2,3797 8,00E-04 3,71E-02 -1,7350 1,89E-01 4,27E-01 
    Man1c1 -1,6534 2,00E-02 1,99E-01 -2,0194 1,29E-01 4,00E-01 
    Nfatc1 -0,5861 3,92E-02 3,31E-01 -1,0229 8,62E-01 6,54E-01 
    Osgin1 1,2274 4,40E-02 3,58E-01 1,0364 5,69E-01 5,73E-01 
    Pdk4 -2,0112 1,81E-02 1,82E-01 -1,3404 3,42E-01 4,92E-01 
    Slc1a3 -0,9749 8,35E-03 9,48E-02 -1,4522 1,15E-01 3,96E-01 
    Tox -1,7054 4,32E-02 3,53E-01 -1,0463 5,33E-01 5,62E-01 
  TAC Foxq1 -2,7031 8,70E-03 9,64E-02 -1,3120 2,90E-01 4,69E-01 
    Id1 -1,1881 1,50E-04 1,89E-02 -1,4665 1,91E-01 4,28E-01 
    Ivl 1,1673 1,10E-02 1,18E-01 1,5927 5,11E-01 5,54E-01 
    Lef1 -2,0656 5,00E-05 8,58E-03 -1,9617 1,87E-01 4,26E-01 
    Lzts1 2,0340 1,55E-03 3,71E-02 1,2170 3,18E-01 4,80E-01 
    Nckap5 -1,4549 5,00E-03 6,62E-02 -1,3339 2,16E-01 4,38E-01 
    Odc1 -1,2153 5,60E-03 7,35E-02 -1,1167 6,19E-01 5,89E-01 
    Tob1 -0,8266 6,50E-03 8,43E-02 -1,3787 4,67E-02 3,72E-01 
    Trpv3 0,6989 5,00E-02 3,93E-01 1,3934 1,30E-02 3,61E-01 

   SUPRABASAL 

 RNA sequencing Array 

Localization 
Stem cell 
lineage Gene log2(FC) p-value FDR log2(FC) p-value FDR 

IFE LRC Abcg4 2,3345 9,80E-03 1,83E-01 1,0423 4,67E-01 7,63E-01 
    Acsl1 -0,7251 4,42E-02 4,85E-01 -1,4264 2,93E-01 7,18E-01 
    Alox12 -1,9345 1,50E-03 1,40E-01 -1,8519 2,61E-01 7,08E-01 
    Ankrd35 -1,4825 4,50E-04 5,95E-02 -1,0861 6,21E-01 7,93E-01 
    Cobl -1,1895 1,24E-02 2,15E-01 -1,2139 2,96E-01 7,18E-01 
    Hspa12a -3,9163 1,38E-02 2,32E-01 -1,4601 1,16E-01 6,69E-01 
    Mt4 -2,5770 4,78E-02 5,06E-01 -1,4741 9,75E-02 6,60E-01 
    Npl -1,8651 5,00E-05 1,61E-02 -2,1172 2,40E-01 7,02E-01 
    Serpinb12 -2,1697 3,00E-04 4,53E-02 -2,8927 3,10E-01 7,21E-01 
    Them5 -1,2583 1,70E-03 1,41E-01 -1,5848 4,05E-01 7,46E-01 
    Tmem246 -3,1306 1,06E-02 1,94E-01 -1,1814 1,37E-01 6,77E-01 
    Trim2 -1,2004 1,08E-02 1,96E-01 -1,0918 1,56E-01 6,80E-01 
  nLRC Ddah1 0,8640 4,66E-02 5,00E-01 1,2686 7,46E-01 8,15E-01 
    Gyk 1,0097 3,81E-02 4,46E-01 2,0172 1,54E-01 6,80E-01 
    Knstrn -1,0665 4,36E-02 4,82E-01 1,0844 6,09E-01 7,91E-01 
    Rassf10 -1,2595 7,30E-03 1,56E-01 -1,0741 5,35E-01 7,76E-01 

    Slc1a3 -1,3593 2,86E-02 3,81E-01 -1,1992 5,36E-01 7,76E-01 
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Table S3. Quiescence and proliferation in basal keratinocytes 

 
Literature RNA sequencing 

Gene Regulation Localization Function Reference log2(FC)* p-value 
Arntl Down Epidermis Proliferation Geyfman et al., 2012 -0,3440 2,96E-01 

Igfbp3 Down IFE Proliferation Edmondson et al., 2005 -3,2211 5,00E-05 

Krt15 Down Epidermis Proliferation Augustin et al., 2013 -2,3797 8,00E-04 

Nfatc1 Down HF Proliferation Horsley et al., 2008 -0,5861 3,92E-02 

Nfib Down HF Proliferation Chang et al., 2013 -0,1240 6,92E-01 

Rac1 Down Epidermis Proliferation Benitah et al., 2005 0,2172 4,13E-01 

Tgfb2 Down HF Proliferation Oshimori and Fuchs, 2012 -0,0743 8,64E-01 

Wnt10b Down Skin Proliferation Mendoza et al., 2018 -1,0441 1,51E-02 

Wnt3a Down Skin Proliferation Mendoza et al., 2018 -1,7523 1,00E-04 

Wnt6 Down Skin Proliferation Mendoza et al., 2018 -1,4232 6,50E-04 

Ptgs2 Up IFE Proliferation Tripp et al., 2003 0,7089 1,24E-02 

Tgfa Up IFE Proliferation Vassar and Fuchs, 1991 0,7671 3,61E-02 

Wnt16 Up Skin Proliferation Mendoza et al., 2018 -2,4294 5,00E-05 

Ccnd2 Down HF Quiescence Yang et al., 2017 -0,0711 8,27E-01 

Cdk2 Down HF Quiescence Yang et al., 2017 -0,2898 3,69E-01 

Cdk4 Down HF Quiescence Yang et al., 2017 0,0157 9,61E-01 

Lef1 Down HF Quiescence Yang et al., 2017 -2,0656 5,00E-05 

Wnt3 Down HF Quiescence Yang et al., 2017 -0,6346 2,01E-02 

Wnt4 Down HF Quiescence Yang et al., 2017 -0,8524 4,15E-03 

Dkk3 Up HF Quiescence Yang et al., 2017 -1,1918 3,18E-02 

Foxc1 Up HF Quiescence Wang et al., 2016 -1,4259 3,50E-03 

Lhx2 Up HF Quiescence Rhee et al., 2006 0,1127 8,31E-01 

Sox9 Up HF Quiescence Nowak et al., 2008 0,2597 3,25E-01 

Tcf3 Up HF Quiescence Nguyen et al., 2009 -0,3294 2,56E-01 

Tcf4 Up HF Quiescence Nguyen et al., 2009 -0,8678 1,98E-02 
 
* log2(FC): log2(fold change) 
IFE: Interfollicular epidermis 
HF: Hair follicle 
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Table S4. Wikipathway analysis of differentially expressed genes in keratinocytes1 

BASAL 
Pathway2 p-value FDR Genes (No.) Genes 

Wnt Signaling in Kidney Disease 9,12E-06 1,56E-03 7 Fzd5; Wnt3a; Wnt4; Wnt6; Wnt7b; Fzd2; Wnt16 
ESC Pluripotency Pathways 1,61E-04 1,31E-02 10 Fos; Fzd5; Gab1; Pdgfb; Wnt3a; Wnt4; Wnt6; Wnt7b; Fzd2; Wnt16 
Wnt Signaling Pathway 2,30E-04 1,31E-02 7 Fzd5; Wnt3a; Wnt4; Wnt6; Wnt7b; Fzd2; Wnt16 
Factors and pathways affecting IGF1-Akt 
signaling 

4,13E-04 1,76E-02 5 Igfbp3; Igfbp5; Irs1; Tnf; Foxo1 

Wnt Signaling Pathway and Pluripotency 9,00E-04 3,08E-02 8 Fzd5; Lef1; Wnt3a; Wnt4; Wnt6; Wnt7b; Fzd2; Wnt16 
Spinal Cord Injury 4,30E-03 1,23E-01 7 Rhob; Cspg4; Btg2; Vcan; Egr1; Fos; Tnf 
Adipogenesis genes 6,86E-03 1,67E-01 8 Socs3; Cntfr; Id3; Irs1; Mef2a; Tnf; Klf6; Foxo1 
IL-7 Signaling Pathway 1,32E-02 2,53E-01 4 Irf1; Irs1; Pik3r1; Foxo1 
IL-9 Signaling Pathway 1,33E-02 2,53E-01 3 Socs3; Irs1; Pik3r1 
IL-6 signaling Pathway 1,74E-02 2,60E-01 6 Socs3; Fos; Gab1; Pik3r1; Ppp2r5b; Foxo1 
Insulin Signaling 1,82E-02 2,60E-01 8 Socs3; Egr1; Fos; Gab1; Irs1; Pik3r1; Tbc1d4; Foxo1 
IL-3 Signaling Pathway 1,82E-02 2,60E-01 6 Cish; Socs3; Gab1; Id1; Pik3r1; Foxo1 
Oxidative Stress 2,03E-02 2,67E-01 3 Fos; Junb; Mt1 
TGF Beta Signaling Pathway 2,32E-02 2,83E-01 4 Fos; Lef1; Thbs1; Tnf 
MicroRNAs in Cardiomyocyte Hypertrophy 2,86E-02 3,26E-01 5 Cish; Pik3r1; Tnf; Wnt3a; Fzd2 
Delta-Notch Signaling Pathway 3,13E-02 3,34E-01 5 Cntfr; Fhl1; Lef1; Pik3r1; Psen2 
Endochondral Ossification 4,08E-02 4,11E-01 4 Adamts1; Igf2; Sox6; Thra 

 
SUPRABASAL 

Pathway2 p-value FDR Genes (No.) Genes 
Wnt Signaling in Kidney Disease 7,58E-05 1,30E-02 4 Wnt10b; Wnt3; Wnt4; Wnt7b 
Id Signaling Pathway 2,70E-04 2,31E-02 4 Bmp2; Id1; Id3; Smad5 
Wnt Signaling Pathway 5,06E-04 2,88E-02 4 Wnt10b; Wnt3; Wnt4; Wnt7b 
ESC Pluripotency Pathways 7,74E-04 3,31E-02 5 Smad5; Wnt10b; Wnt3; Wnt4; Wnt7b 
Adipogenesis genes 1,38E-03 4,71E-02 5 Bmp2; Socs3; Cntfr; Id3; Wnt10b 
Wnt Signaling Pathway and Pluripotency 3,05E-03 8,70E-02 4 Wnt10b; Wnt3; Wnt4; Wnt7b 
Hedgehog Signaling Pathway 8,36E-03 2,04E-01 2 Gas1; Igf2 
White fat cell differentiation 1,73E-02 3,69E-01 2 Klf2; Wnt10b 
Hfe effect on hepcidin production 4,38E-02 8,31E-01 1 Id1 

 
1DEG selection criterion: FDR < 0.1 
2Inclusion criteria: p-value < 0.05 
Total number of basal genes: 308 
Total number of suprabasal genes:82 
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Table S5. HH, Notch and Wnt signaling pathways gene expression in 
keratinocytes 
 

  BASAL 

 
RNA sequencing Array 

Signaling pathway Gene log2(FC)* p-value FDR log2(FC)* p-value FDR 
HH Bcl2 -0,7403 3,50E-02 3,06E-01 -1,1088 1,28E-01 3,99E-01 

  Cdon -1,6332 1,21E-02 1,29E-01 -1,9858 1,46E-01 4,08E-01 
  Gas1 -1,7253 5,00E-05 8,58E-03 -1,2659 2,97E-03 3,56E-01 
  Ptch1 -0,6184 2,98E-02 2,71E-01 -1,3423 1,11E-01 3,95E-01 
  Ptch2 -1,2418 2,05E-02 2,03E-01 -1,1489 1,88E-01 4,27E-01 

Notch Dvl2 -1,3606 3,13E-02 2,81E-01 -1,1702 1,22E-01 3,98E-01 
  Jag2 -0,6350 1,94E-02 1,94E-01 -1,1590 3,49E-02 3,71E-01 
  Kat2b -1,3692 2,32E-02 2,25E-01 -1,0958 4,32E-01 5,26E-01 
  Psen2 -4,1669 8,30E-03 9,48E-02 1,0629 2,90E-01 4,69E-01 

Wnt Chd8 -0,8920 1,13E-02 1,22E-01 -1,1466 7,51E-02 3,79E-01 
  Csnk1e -0,9633 2,53E-02 2,41E-01 1,0609 3,40E-01 4,90E-01 
  Fzd2 -1,1796 4,30E-03 5,80E-02 1,0383 7,23E-01 6,18E-01 
  Fzd5 -1,0225 5,50E-03 7,23E-02 -1,1046 2,95E-01 4,71E-01 
  Fzd7 -0,8184 1,08E-02 1,17E-01 1,0441 5,31E-01 5,61E-01 
  Fzd8 -2,1543 1,45E-02 1,50E-01 -1,4332 1,05E-02 3,59E-01 
  Lef1 -2,0656 5,00E-05 8,58E-03 -1,9617 1,87E-01 4,26E-01 
  Myc -0,5619 5,04E-02 3,95E-01 -1,3342 2,31E-02 3,71E-01 
  Nfatc1 -0,5861 3,92E-02 3,31E-01 -1,0229 8,62E-01 6,54E-01 
  Prkacb -1,1216 9,15E-03 1,01E-01 -1,1015 2,43E-01 4,48E-01 
  Wnt10b -1,0441 1,51E-02 1,55E-01 -1,1212 6,02E-01 5,84E-01 
  Wnt16 -2,4294 5,00E-05 8,58E-03 -2,3361 1,61E-01 4,14E-01 
  Wnt3 -0,6346 2,01E-02 2,00E-01 -1,5306 1,25E-01 3,98E-01 
  Wnt3a -1,7523 1,00E-04 1,35E-02 -1,0501 3,06E-01 4,76E-01 
  Wnt4 -0,8524 4,15E-03 5,63E-02 -1,4911 7,38E-02 3,79E-01 
  Wnt6 -1,4232 6,50E-04 3,71E-02 -1,1377 4,29E-01 5,25E-01 
  Wnt7b -0,7942 6,55E-03 8,49E-02 -1,1416 3,52E-01 4,95E-01 

 

  SUPRABASAL 

 RNA sequencing Array 
Signaling pathway Gene log2(FC)* p-value FDR log2(FC)* p-value FDR 

HH Arrb1 -1,8913 2,33E-02 3,37E-01 -1,0498 7,14E-01 8,10E-01 
  Cdon -1,8857 4,70E-03 1,41E-01 -1,7778 2,30E-01 7,01E-01 
  Gas1 -1,3122 5,00E-04 6,31E-02 -1,0822 1,57E-01 6,80E-01 

Notch Dtx2 -0,7487 3,18E-02 4,06E-01 -1,2931 6,97E-02 6,54E-01 
  Hes1 -0,7231 3,56E-02 4,30E-01 -1,4745 1,66E-01 6,81E-01 
  Notch3 -1,1697 1,10E-03 1,10E-01 -1,3689 2,08E-01 6,93E-01 

Wnt Fosl1 -1,2175 2,35E-03 1,41E-01 -1,4263 2,73E-01 7,12E-01 
  Frat1 -2,6110 3,53E-02 4,28E-01 -1,0571 1,21E-02 5,99E-01 
  Frat2 -1,2847 1,68E-02 2,65E-01 -1,3123 7,47E-02 6,57E-01 
  Jun -1,4860 3,75E-03 1,41E-01 -1,4082 2,02E-01 6,92E-01 
  Vangl2 -0,8748 2,18E-02 3,23E-01 -1,2436 1,03E-01 6,62E-01 
  Wnt10a -1,4703 6,00E-03 1,41E-01 -1,0847 5,12E-01 7,71E-01 
  Wnt10b -3,2272 7,00E-04 8,24E-02 -1,3330 1,20E-01 6,71E-01 
  Wnt16 -2,7418 5,55E-03 1,41E-01 -1,9086 1,55E-01 6,80E-01 
  Wnt3 -1,4183 8,50E-04 9,29E-02 -1,4916 3,65E-01 7,36E-01 
  Wnt4 -1,6223 5,00E-05 1,61E-02 -1,4310 1,85E-01 6,86E-01 
  Wnt6 -1,4761 1,47E-02 2,43E-01 -1,1948 2,72E-01 7,12E-01 
  Wnt7b -1,8351 5,00E-05 1,61E-02 -1,2702 2,65E-02 6,10E-01 
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Figure S1. Progerin expression leads to downregulation of stem cell markers. 
(a) FACS plot showing the gating used to sort basal (CD45neg/CD49fhigh) and 
suprabasal (CD45neg/CD45low) keratinocytes. (b) Plot of top 20 GO terms showing 
biological processes with a threshold of p-value < 0.05 and FDR < 0.1. Processes 
related to skin development and differentiation are shown in blue.  Other non-related 
processes are shown in pink. (c-d) Volcano plot showing the changes in gene 
expression in HGPS relative to wild-type mice in the different types of basal (c) and 
suprabasal (d) keratinocytes. (e-f) Heatmap comparison of RNA sequencing data with 
expression array data in hair follicles (e) and IFE (f) keratinocytes. Genes analyzed 
for the different cell populations are represented as log2(fold change) and were 
selected based on a threshold of p-value < 0.05. (g) K15 in situ hybridization on PD4 
HGPS and wild-type skin. (h) K15 dots per cell quantification in HGPS and wild-type 
skin at E18.5 and PD4 (n = 3/group). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Scale 
bars: (g) = 100µm. 
 
Figure S2. Unaltered epigenetic regulators of keratinocytes differentiation in 
HGPS mice skin.  
 (a) Volcano plot representing epigenetic regulators involved in keratinocytes 
proliferation and differentiation analyzed for changes in gene expression between 
wild-type and HGPS mice. (b) Differentially expressed epigenetic regulators in basal 
and suprabasal keratinocytes. Log2(FC) = log2(fold change). 
 

Figure S3. Wnt signaling is downregulated in HGPS suprabasal keratinocytes 
(a-b) Volcano plot showing Notch, Wnt and HH signaling pathways in basal (a) and 
suprabasal (b) keratinocytes analyzed for changes in gene expression between wild-
type and HGPS mice. (c-d) Genes analyzed for the different basal (c) and suprabasal 
(d) cell populations are represented as log2(fold change) and were selected based on a 
threshold of p-value < 0.05. 
 
Figure S4. HGPS patient fibroblasts show reduced β-catenin levels. Patient and 
control fibroblasts were supplemented with 150ng/ml Wnt3a over a 24-hour time 
course. (a) Nuclear β-catenin protein levels were measured at 0, 8, 16 and 24-hours 
after stimulation by western blot. β-actin was used as loading control. (b) Graph 
showing the normalized protein levels at the different time points. (c) 
Immunofluorescent staining of active β-catenin (red) after 8 hours of Wnt3a 
stimulation of fibroblasts. (d) Graph representing the fluorescence intensity of active 
β-catenin in cell nuclei before and after 8 hours of stimulation. (e) Axin2 mRNA 
expression was evaluated before and after 8 hours of stimulation in control and HGPS 
cells. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Scale bar: (c) = 10µm. 
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